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		Discover everything you need to know about historic flourished hands and how to create elegant, modern artwork inspired by traditional calligraphy techniques in this follow-up to the first and best-selling lettering book in Walter Foster’s Creative…and Beyond series.

		 

		Beginning with an introduction to pointed pen and how to get started with this timeless tool, you’ll find a brief overview of the recommended tools and materials, as well as how to set up your work space. In addition, you will explore essential techniques used throughout the book, learn to hold the pen properly, and find tips for warming up.

		 

		Talented artist and teacher Laura Lavender introduces you to a wide range of traditional, historic flourished hands and lettering styles, including Copperplate, Spencerian, Italian hand, Bickham script, Victorian embellished capitals, Art Nouveau capitals, Gothic capitals, and more. Each style includes an engaging introduction and history of the hand, an alphabet sampler, step-by-step instructions for creating the letters, and lots of inspirational examples and ideas for using the hand.

		

		Throughout the book, you will also find practice templates that can be copied and used time and again to perfect your technique and style.

		

		Creative Lettering and Beyond: Timeless Calligraphy is the ideal guide for learning the techniques of traditional lettering styles.
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Building the Data Warehouse (3rd Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn the most recent advances in data warehousing technology from the "Father of Data Warehousing"
Since it was first published in 1990, W. H. Inmon’s Building the Data Warehouse has become the bible of data warehousing–– the first and best introduction to the subject. A lot has changed in data warehousing...
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Making Strategy Work: Leading Effective Execution and ChangeFT Press, 2005

	Without effective execution, no business strategy can succeed. Unfortunately, most managers know far more about developing strategy than about executing it -- and overcoming the difficult political and organizational obstacles that stand in their way. In this book, leading consultant and Wharton professor Lawrence Hrebiniak offers the first...
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Defective Construction WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Defective construction work, whether the result of inadequate design, faulty workmanship or poor materials – or some combination of these failings – is a frequent cause of legal disputes. Someone is usually to blame, either the builder or one or more of the professional consultants, or even the entire project team. It is important...
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The Definitive Guide to SQLite (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2010

	The Definitive Guide to SQLite, Second Edition is your one-stop resource for integrating one of the most advanced and innovative open source database management systems into your development projects. SQLite is freely-available and comes with an amazingly small foot print of less than 300 kilobytes for a full-blown implementation....
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Mobile JavaScript Application Development: Bringing Web Programming to Mobile DevicesO'Reilly, 2012

	
		The most important current trend in the software development world is, without a hint of a doubt, the mobile frontier, and in particular, the rise of the smartphone and the touch tablet.

	
		When I started my career as a developer, back in 1996, I was writing web...
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Computer-Based Testing and the Internet: Issues and AdvancesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
We reside in various communities and live in one world. Although we may
reside in Beijing, China, on a kibbutz in Israel, or in Muleshoe, Texas, we are
aware of the impact of world events on our lives.

This has not always been true. Throughout most of history, life generally
was impacted by dominant qualities in...
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